Hungarian folding and folk songs

As a follow-up to the memorable events
of the Salzburg Masters of Origami 2005,
all exhibitors received a suggestion to
attend two origami events in Hungary
in August 2006. The first of these was
the annual convention of the Hungarian
Origami Society, running for three days
in the town of Kecskemet, about 80 km.
to the south east of Budapest.
Starting at the same time, in Budapest,
was the week-long 2006 Symmetry
Festival, the latest in a series of
international academic conferences for
mathematicians, artists, and researchers.
The early signs were that several “name”
folders would make the trip to both
events, but sadly this was not to be,
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probably because of the close proximity
of other key origami meetings and
conventions, and the rather high cost of
the full registration for the Symmetry

Festival.
However the prospect of a journey to
a country I had not yet visited, and a
chance to meet origami enthusiasts from
Eastern Europe, persuaded me to make
the trip to Hungary. My BOS colleagues,
Joan Homewood (BOS President)
and Judith Laing agreed to come along
for the ride! Arriving in Budapest on
August 10th. I met up with Judith and
Joan who had arrived one day earlier. A
1 hour taxi ride took us to Kecskemet,
and passing through green farm
landscape. Kecskemet, a pretty town, is
the birthplace of composer Kodaly, and
boasts decorated buildings in art nouveau
style. The Hungarian historical legacy of
wars and political struggles is apparent,
and the standard of living is not so high
as in some neighbouring countries.
The convention started at midday on
August 11th at a central High School.
There were about 150 delegates, mainly
teachers, eager for new material to show
to their students. The convention was
organised by Hungarian Origami Society,
principally Susanna Kricskovics, and
Mariann Villanyi. Meals were provided
in the school canteen, though often we
frequented a nearby pizzeria, as well as
ice-cream parlours and the stalls of a
large wine festival in the town… so here’s

a familiar kind of picture of Brill and
friends, together with wine glasses!
I was pleased to meet good folders
from Poland and Czechoslovakia, in
particular Greg Bubniak and Tomasz
Siwak (http://www.origami.art.pl/
galeria.php?dzial=26). There was a fine
exhibition area with many colourful
contributions, but sadly only a few
models from Hungarian folders: most
displays came from visitors from other
countries. We met friends seen frequently
on the international origami convention
circuit, including Ravi Apte (New York),
Vincent Floderer (France), Andrea
Thanner (Germany), Paul and Annette
Haaessenforder (France), Mieke Legius
(Holland: OSN supplies), Wojtek and
Krystina Burczyk (Poland) and Michel
Grand (France).
There were six simultaneous classes
throughout the weekend, and delegates
could choose their classes from a JOAS/
OUSA style model menu, though
without ticketing. I taught three official
classes and several informal ones. During
a scheduled class, I showed a unit
dodecahedron using 12 A4 sheets. Once
the class understood the unit, there were
long periods of silence while everyone
folded all the units. To enliven the
proceedings, I jokingly asked someone
to sing a song, and soon I was greeted by
a delightful concert of Hungarian folk
songs by the whole class! Delightful.
Popular classes were by Ravi Apte (his
favourite Fujimoto tessellation, and
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simple action models including a unit ball
by Kawahata); Vincent Floderer and Paul
Haaessenforder (crumpled mushrooms

and hats). Andrea Thanner, chairman
of Origami Deutschland, showed Max
Hulme’s timeless Jack in the Box model,
and Joan Homewood (some boxes by
Hisashi Abe and others). A very wide
range of origami publications and paper
was available at the two supplies areas,
one run by Mieke Legius (Holland)
At the convention, there was the familiar
happy and enthusiastic atmosphere

lectures by us and other delegates were
programmed. The star origami presenter,
in my opinion, was the infectiously
enthusiastic Vincent Floderer. He
described the history and progress of his
extraordinary crumpling technique with
a rich slide presentation of wonderful
work by the members of CRIMP, and
himself. Vincent’s presentation overran
its 20 minutes slot by about 45 minutes,
but I was the chairman of this section
of the festival, and it was the last session
of the day, so…. who cares?! Vincent’s
colleague Elisabeth Pinzutti, a teacher
described her mathematical use of
origami in the classroom. My own lecture
described the story of my Masu origami
design, maybe the subject of a future
article in this series.
We sat in on some of the other lectures at
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which is seen at origami events all
over the world. On Sunday afternoon,
tired though happy, Joan, Judith and I
returned to Budapest where we were to
stay for the rest of the week, attending
the Symmetry Festival on Monday for
just one day.

for his young artist disciples. Another
notable exhibition, sponsored by the
festival, showed the latest work of Istvan
Orosz, a graphic artist working in the
illusional style of Mauritz Escher.
Here are some other presenters at the
festival, whose work may be interesting to
origami enthusiasts:

•

Daniel Erdely, whose spidron
system is described at http://
www.spidron.hu/

•

Tamas Farkas, an artist
specialising in paintings of
impossible structures, see http://

members.tripod.com/vismath5/
farkas/index.html

•

Julia Wasserchuk, a young
lecturer in package design
at Moscow State University
for the Printing Arts. She
has independently recreated
tessellation work in the style of
Fujimoto, Palmer and others.
She showed many slides of fine
work by her students.

The festival took place in beautiful
modern conference facilities attached to
our hotel. There were about 60 delegates,
mainly from the academic world. Many
learned lectures on highly technical
Models by Tomas Siwak (Poland)
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subjects were given, but there was an
afternoon devoted to origami. Here 5

the festival, and we found these intense
and not always easy to understand.
However, I always found the lectures
enjoyable when the presenter showed
enthusiasm for his topic. There was an
emphasis on symmetry in fine art, and I
was able to go to the opening of several
related exhibitions in galleries in the
city. Particularly inspirational, at one of
these openings, was a fine presentation
by constructivist artist Janos Fajo, who
described the principles and activities
at his 30 year-old free summer school,
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The book of the Proceedings of the
Festival, soon to be published, would be
of some interest to origami enthusiasts.
Watch out for more details at
http://www.conferences.hu/
symmetry2006/nyito.htm

We completed our stay in Hungary by
a few days of sightseeing in this very
elegant European capital city, seeing fine
panoramas of the city and the Danube
from many elevated vantage points, and
many elegant churches and buildings.
My very grateful thanks to all those who
facilitated my Hungarian excursion,
particularly Susanna Kricskovics,
Mariann Villanyi, (organisers of the
origami conference) Gyorgi Darvas and
Eva Thiry (Symmetry Festival). I had a
great time!
Dave Brill
August 2006

